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Abstract: A WS-TDMA optical switch fabric scalable to 1024 ports is demonstrated. Fast tunable (<200ns) transceivers using bipolar encoded transmission and coherent reception enable wavelength switching and TDMA over a passive star network for low latency packet level switching.
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1. Introduction

Current data center networks are built using hierarchical tree structures of low port count electrical switches [1]. The resulting layered topologies are complicated, expensive and energy intensive with high and variable network latencies. Using fewer but higher port count switches in flatter architectures will reduce network complexity, cost and latency, by reducing the total number of switches and packet hops required in a given network. Thus an ideal future switch for data centers has a large port count (>1000 ports) with a high per-port bitrate (>10Gb/s), providing consistently low latency whilst being able to flexibly share a large total bandwidth across all ports.

Increases to the port count and per-port bitrates of electronic switches are limited by integrated circuit pin density and front panel bandwidth constraints. Considering optics, passive switch designs using MEMS [2,3] or WDMA/TDMA PONs can scale to large numbers of high bitrate ports, but such systems are not rapidly reconfigurable to optimally share the total switch bandwidth. Fast switching technologies using active optical elements (SOAs and MZIs) exist, however such switches currently only scale to 128 ports in integrated form [4]. Designs based on Arrayed Waveguide Grating Routers (AWGRs) are highly scalable [5], but laser tuning times dominate the packet latencies and the colored nature of AWGRs does not allow the decoupling of time and wavelength domains for flexibility.

To provide maximum flexibility and make the best use of all available bandwidth, the system design presented here uses a passive fibre star coupler to directly connect a large number of 10Gb/s tunable optical transceivers (up to 1024), for low latency, single-hop communication between any two nodes. Previous works have studied the use of star couplers with both WDM [6,7], and combined time and wavelength division multiplexing (TWDM) [8,9], for the routing of data flows. However, this work is to our knowledge the first to employ hybrid wavelength switched (WS-)TDMA over a star coupler with both the transmitters and receivers independently and rapidly tunable for fast switch reconfigurability. Moreover, this system requires no active components beyond commercially available tunable lasers, Mach-Zehnder modulators and DSP-free coherent receivers. This work presents the design and evaluation of the data plane for a low latency, high port count switch, suitable for connecting servers or top-of-rack switches.

2. System Design

The system (fig. 1a) comprises \(N\) transmitters, each of which consists of a fast tunable laser bipolar modulated by a Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM) and coupled into one side of an \(N\)-way passive star coupler. \(N\) coherent receivers are connected to the other side of the passive coupler, each with a fast tunable local oscillator (LO) for full wavelength selectivity and high sensitivity. Each coherent receiver subsystem (fig. 1b) consists of a polarization diverse 90\(^\circ\) optical hybrid, with balanced photodetectors providing an electrical output of the received electric field I and Q components of each polarization. After band-pass filtering (BPF), the 4 electrical signals are independently squared, and summing these 4 resulting signals gives a unipolar NRZ signal. A matched filter and decision circuit recovers binary data.

All of the \(N\) transmitters and receivers can be tuned to any wavelength on the ITU 50GHz grid within 200ns to establish a connection that is maintained for an “epoch” of 2\(\mu\)s before retuning. However, within the C-band this only provides 80 wavelengths through the switch at any given time. Using WDM alone thus limits the number of nodes
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Fig. 1: a) Physical design. MZM = Mach-Zehnder modulator, \(N\) = total transceivers and Co. Rx. = Coherent Receiver; b) Co. Rx. subsystem.
that can send data in each epoch to N or 80, whichever is smaller. For fine-grained sharing of the total switch bandwidth and to reduce the latency in establishing a connection between any two nodes, TDMA is also used.

Each epoch is further split into T timeslots with up to M transmitters sharing the same wavelength during each epoch. The LO of each coherent receiver is also tuned to a single wavelength for the duration of an epoch, in order to receive all T timeslots on that wavelength during that epoch. Although up to M transmitters may be tuned to the same wavelength, only one transmitter per wavelength is modulated during each TDMA timeslot (M≤T). The remaining (M-1) transmitters which would otherwise interfere with the data channel are extinguished by biasing the MZM at its null point, reducing the power of each interfering channel by the extinction ratio of the modulator.

The bit-rate overhead lost to laser tuning time is minimized through the use of fast tunable DSDBR lasers [10] as transmitter sources and as LOs at each coherent receiver. These lasers have been shown to tune and stabilize within 200ns [11] (only a 10% overhead on each 2µs tuning epoch). However, by only allowing such a short tuning time, no time is available for precise frequency correction, and tuning alignment between the transmitters and LO is only guaranteed within a ±500MHz range. These spectral offsets between the signal, LO and any unmodulated transmitters (even if reduced in power by the MZM extinction ratio) at the same wavelength will give rise to interference terms in the spectrum of the final received signal in the region ±500MHz around the nominal optical carrier frequency. If not removed, these interference terms vastly degrade BER performance for any M>1.

To allow for appropriate spectral filtering at the receiver, interleaved bipolar line coding (IBLC) [12] is applied at the transmitter, which spectrally shapes the data creating a null in the modulated spectrum at ±500MHz around the central optical frequency. This technique also ensures that there is no optical carrier (assuming a perfect modulator), and is preferable to 8b10b encoding or similar codes since it incurs no overhead. All signals from unmodulated interfering transmitters are expected to lie in this central null region, and the band-pass filter in fig. 1b is thus designed to remove all spectral content within ±500MHz of the nominal carrier, along with high frequency noise outside the data bandwidth. This filtering, along with the squaring and summing of each signal, can be entirely performed in the electrical RF domain. This removes the need for receiver DSP, reducing cost and power consumption.

3. Experimental Setup

As shown in fig. 2, fast tunable DSDBR lasers were used as a transmission source (Tx1) and as an LO for a coherent receiver. Tuning currents were supplied to each DSDBR laser by 250MS/s arbitrary waveform generators (AWGs) to allow fast wavelength switching. A second transmitter (Tx2) consisted of two external cavity laser sources (ECLs) and was used to emulate two nodes assigned to different wavelengths, λ1 (1555.26nm) and λ2 (1562.56nm). Tx1 and Tx2 were modulated using MZMs, with 10GS/s AWGs providing the 10Gb/s IBLC electrical data signals.

A further pair of unmodulated ECLs provided interference channels at λ1 and λ2, to emulate up to (M=11) additional transmitters on the switch. All sources were joined by a 4x1 star coupler to a single receiver. Optical attenuators were used to emulate the losses of a higher port count coupler.

![Fig. 2: Experimental setup: AWG=Arbitrary Waveform Generator, MZM=Mach-Zehnder Modulator, ECL=External Cavity Laser.](image)

4. Results

The power sensitivity of each receiver limits the maximum number of transceivers (N) supported by each star coupler. Fig. 3a shows the achievable BER as a function of the received signal power for a single data channel. This BER was inferred from the Q-factor of a continuous random bit sequence of 2^20 bits, using only Tx1 (DSDBR laser) constantly at λ1 without interfering ECLs. To achieve a BER of 10^-12, a minimum received power of -24.5dBm is required. The minimum power lost by each channel in an ideal N-port star coupler (P_{lost (dB)}) is P_{lost (dB)} = 3 \times \log_{10} (N). For +6dBm transmit power, a received power of -24dBm allows P_{lost (dB)}=30dB, supporting N=1024 nodes at 10Gb/s.

To determine the number of transmitters that can be tuned to the same wavelength during each epoch with only the extinction ratio of the modulator to reduce their power (by 12.3dB in this experiment), a single unmodulated ECL of variable power was added to Tx1 also at λ1. Simulations showed that a single interfering channel at a higher power has a greater effect on BER than multiple lower power interfering channels spread over the ±500MHz frequency range, verifying this experimental technique. After converting the absolute power of the ECL to an equivalent number of transmitters extinguished by MZMs, fig. 3b shows the BER of Tx1 at a received power of -24.5dBm as the number
of additional transmitters at $\lambda_1$ is increased. A small BER penalty is observed for up to 10 interfering channels at the same wavelength, thus allowing at least 11 nodes to be assigned to the same wavelength per epoch.

To demonstrate the entire system, the DSDBR lasers (Tx1 and receiver LO) were switched between $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ each 2$\mu$s epoch (with tuning time consistently below 200ns), whilst Tx2 modulated ECL sources at both $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ simultaneously. The two transmitters were time-division multiplexed with data in alternate timeslots from each transmitter, with T=50 slots per epoch. Each 40ns slot contained 399 bits of random data, with 1 bit guard spacing, minimising TDMA overhead. The attenuators were set to emulate the loss from N=1024 ports in a star coupler, and the unmodulated ECL powers were set to emulate 10 additional transmitters on each $\lambda$. Fig. 4 shows: a) 2 full epochs captured at the coherent receiver; b) 200ns $\lambda$ switching between epochs; c) TDMA with 1-bit guards; and d) an eye diagram of error-free performance of the switch over a whole timeslot.

5. Conclusions
A 1024 port optical switch data plane combining wavelength switching and TDMA over a passive fibre star coupler for packet level reconfigurability has been demonstrated. Fast tunable transceivers and coherent reception allow wavelength switching at nanosecond timescales, whilst bipolar line coding and RF filtering support TDMA at packet level for low latency switching and fine grained sharing of switch capacity. Experiments verify single-hop communication at a 10Gb/s BER of $10^{-12}$, with up to 10 transceivers sharing a single wavelength using TDMA.
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